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Abstract
Exchange of momentum and scalars in the mountain boundary layer is achieved
through an interaction of meso-to-microscale motions, occurring to varying
extents depending on the combined effect of thermally driven as well as dynam-
ically driven forcings. One such motion, known as a secondary circulation,
results from a horizontal force imbalance across a curved valley segment,
wherein the centrifugal force towards the outside of the valley bend can cre-
ate a pressure gradient force in the opposite direction. The lack of adequate
measurement strategies capable of sampling such motions in curved mountain
valleys explains the near-absence of any observational evidence of secondary
circulations there. The goal of the CROSSINN (Cross-valley flow in the Inn
valley investigated by dual-Doppler lidar measurements) campaign, conducted
in a curved segment of the Inn valley, Austria, was to determine the char-
acter of the cross-valley flow by means of a coplanar retrieval applied to a
multi-Doppler wind lidar configuration. A signature of a secondary circula-
tion, hereafter referred to as a cross-valley vortex, stood out particularly during
intense daytime upvalley flow episodes. Vortices were detected on 23 upvalley
wind days, with a declining frequency of occurrence from August to October.
Nearly all identified vortices were marked by a low-level upvalley jet, a clock-
wise wind direction turning with height, and a cessation of upvalley flow at the
local ridgeline level. The routinely sampled coplanar-retrieved cross-valley wind
field enabled the quantification of more advanced parameters based on vortic-
ity, revealing a faster spin rate of the vortex around its streamwise axis given a
stronger upvalley flow, and a period of revolution on the order of several tens of
minutes. A detailed inspection of the lateral momentum budget and associated
uncertainties confirmed the importance of the relationship between the cen-
trifugal and the pressure gradient force for the cross-valley vortex occurrence in
a curved valley.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Unlike horizontally homogeneous and flat terrain, where
the turbulent exchange occurs primarily in the verti-
cal, the character of this exchange over heterogeneous
and complex mountainous terrain assumes unavoidable
three-dimensionality (Whiteman, 2000; Rotach et al.,
2014; Serafin et al., 2018). Knowledge of such turbulent
three-dimensional exchange is crucial for a proper descrip-
tion and forecasting of mountain weather, or equivalently,
the exchange processes taking place within the mountain
boundary layer (MoBL). Following the definition of the
atmospheric boundary layer (ABL; Stull, 1988), the MoBL
is defined as the lowest part of the troposphere directly
influenced by the mountainous terrain, while respond-
ing to surface and terrain forcings with time-scales on
the order of one to several hours (Lehner and Rotach,
2018). As such, the MoBL entails various exchange path-
ways, ranging from thermally driven flows such as valley
and slope winds (Zardi and Whiteman, 2013; Adler and
Kalthoff, 2014; Rotach et al., 2015), to dynamically driven
flows, driven by transient external forcing (Jackson et al.,
2013; Vosper et al., 2018). These flows may further be
coupled with surface convection (Adler and Kalthoff,
2014), inherently promoting the study of the MoBL to a
multiscale problem.

Of largest economical, practical, and societal impor-
tance, mountain valleys are more significant than
any other mountain feature (De Wekker et al., 2018;
Giovannini et al., 2020). While mountain valleys repre-
sent just one type of a channel indentation in terrain,
other types of channels submerged under water also host
a myriad of geophysical flow features. On the one hand,
subaerial channels , including rivers, estuaries and tidal
channels, and on the other hand, subaqueous canyons
on the ocean floor, span a broad range of depth-to-width
aspect ratios. As is well known in the case of submerged
meandering channels, the flow undergoes an adaptation to
an imbalance of forces driven by the meandering, known
as a secondary circulation (Azpiroz-Zabala et al., 2017). A
secondary circulation manifests itself as a helical vortex
extending downstream of a channel curvature. When con-
sidering the cross-channel, lateral momentum budget in
curvilinear coordinates (Kalkwijk and Booij, 1986), such
a vortex is initiated by the centrifugal force that leads to
a flow superelevation towards the outside of the channel
bend. This superelevation, defined as an elevated water
table at the outer bank, and a depressed water table at the
inner bank, of a curved channel segment, drives a lateral
pressure gradient force back towards the inside of the
channel bend (Corney et al., 2006; Azpiroz-Zabala et al.,
2017). Nonetheless, in both subaqueous and subaerial
channels, there are numerous reports of case-dependent

instances deviating from this idealized force imbalance
(Giorgio Serchi et al., 2011). Furthermore, secondary
circulations are not only key in governing deposition of
sediments and suspended material in subaerial channels
(Geyer and MacCready, 2014), but also in shaping mor-
phological features along subaqueous canyons (Janocko
et al., 2013; Peakall and Sumner, 2015). We emphasize
that secondary circulations driven by meandering chan-
nels should not be confused with like-named secondary
circulations driven by contrasts in surface heterogeneities
commonly encountered in the convectively driven ABL
over flat terrain (Raasch and Harbusch, 2001; Van Heer-
waarden et al., 2014), or with asymmetric thermally
driven circulations in complex terrain (Gohm et al., 2009).
To keep the distinction from the secondary circulations
encountered in other curved channels and those gener-
ated by land-use heterogeneities, we will hereafter refer to
a secondary circulation in a curved valley as a cross-valley
vortex (CVV).

To our knowledge, only a single observational dataset,
analyzed by Weigel and Rotach (2004) (hereafter WR04)
and modelled subsequently by Weigel et al. (2006),
revealed a CVV in the atmosphere driven by an upval-
ley flow encountering a curvature in the Riviera valley
in Switzerland during the Mesoscale Alpine Programme
(MAP). Despite many valleys worldwide exhibiting mean-
dering in the along-valley direction, to the knowledge
of the authors no other observational evidence of CVVs
exists. It is therefore unknown to what extent a CVV may
govern the distribution of heat, pollutants and momentum
at a valley curvature. Furthermore, it remains unknown
if the force imbalance determined for the Riviera valley
(WR04) holds for other curved valleys. The underlying
reason for the literature discrepancy between subaerial
and subaqueous channels on the one hand, and valleys
on the other hand, lies in both the spatial sampling scale
as well as greater ease of studying these geophysical
fluid phenomena in a laboratory setting. Particularly in
case of subaerial channels, or simply rivers, their narrow
widths and shallow depths encourage both consistent
and cost-efficient vertical profiling along multiple discrete
transects, using vessel-mounted acoustic Doppler profiler
technology (Nidzieko et al., 2009; Becherer et al., 2015).
Mountain valleys, up to several orders of magnitude wider
and deeper than rivers, do not lend themselves easily to
sampling strategies in an analogous fashion. At the time of
the MAP campaign (WR04), costly in situ measurements
collected by research aircraft were the only viable way of
obtaining cross-valley transects capable of capturing the
kinematic aspects of secondary circulations with adequate
spatio-temporal detail. Since then, continuous develop-
ment and ever-growing capabilities of remote-sensing
instrumentation have enabled unique insights into ABL
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and MoBL characteristics (Emeis et al., 2018; Stith et al.,
2018). Along with instrument development, a simulta-
neous proliferation in the number of methodological
approaches has led to new perspectives of flow kinematic
structure. One of the most commonly utilized of these
approaches is the multi-Doppler lidar retrieval of the
two-dimensional wind projection of a three-dimensional
flow, covering large spatial extents with ever finer tempo-
ral resolutions (Newsom et al., 2005; Stawiarski et al., 2013;
Haid et al., 2020; Haid et al. Personal communication,
2021).

In recent years, the multi-Doppler methodology has
yielded unique insights into MoBL flow evolution, not
just in valleys but in other complex terrain settings. Since
the initial development of this method was intended for
dual-radar set-ups (Davies-Jones, 1979), it has seen a
growing application in the case of dual-lidar set-ups in
recent years. Beyond a single pair of remote-sensing sys-
tems used for the retrieval, redundancy can be achieved
with as many systems as possible (Haid et al., 2020; Haid
et al. Personal communication, 2021). Henceforth we will
refer to this method as the coplanar-retrieval method-
ology, thereby implying that multiple lidars scan along
the same spatial plane, resulting in a retrieval of a 2D
wind field on this common spatial plane. Despite the
coplanar-retrieval methodology being applied previously
to horizontal planes, for instance in the Neckar valley in
the vicinity of Stuttgart during the Urban Climate Under
Change experiment ([UC]2; Adler et al., 2020) or above
the city of Innsbruck during the Penetration and Inter-
ruption of Alpine Foehn experiment (PIANO; Haid et al.,
2020; Haid et al. Personal communication, 2021), it has
more commonly been applied to vertical planes. In the
Owens valley, site of the Terrain-induced Rotor Experi-
ment (T-REX; Grubišić et al., 2008), novel insights about
the evolution of subrotor vortices were gained with two
Doppler lidars (Hill et al., 2010). The coupling between
wind turbines and MoBL flows, such as mountain waves,
was thoroughly investigated during the recent Perdigão
experiment in a valley with near-parallel mountain ridges
in central Portugal (Wildmann et al., 2018; Fernando et al.,
2019). Following one of the temporally longest sampling
records of cross-valley flow structure collected in the Elorz
valley in northern Spain during the ALEX17 campaign
(Santos et al., 2020), further detailed characterization of
multi-scale MoBL flows is envisaged. Even in a small
meteor crater during the METCRAX-II campaign (Lehner
et al., 2016), the understanding of warm air intrusions and
small-scale hydraulic jumps could not have been advanced
without the utilization of coplanar-retrieval methodol-
ogy (Whiteman et al., 2018a, 2018b). In all of the above
campaigns performing Range-Height Indicator (RHI) type
scans, the preferential alignment of the Doppler lidar

scanning planes was along the climatologically prevalent
flow direction, with flow usually impinging perpendicu-
larly onto a mountain ridge (Hill et al., 2010; Wildmann
et al., 2018) or a crater rim (Whiteman et al., 2018a,
2018b). Conditions during which the main flow direc-
tion is mainly perpendicular to the scanning planes have
received no attention to date, largely due to ambiguities
when interpreting flow with attack angles not aligned with
the scanning plane itself. However, it is exactly during
such conditions, for instance during intense along-valley
flow parallel to the valley sidewalls, when a CVV is most
likely to develop in a curved valley channel (WR04). This
omission of conditions with flow perpendicular to the
scanning plane, together with the sampling scale dispar-
ity between valleys and submerged channels, explains the
lack of necessary measurements capable of elucidating
CVVs in valleys.

To advance the knowledge of cross-valley flow kine-
matic structure, we conducted the ‘Cross-valley flow in
the Inn valley investigated by dual-Doppler lidar measure-
ments’ (CROSSINN) campaign in the Inn valley, Austria,
from 01 August to 13 October 2019 (Adler et al., 2021d).
The Inn valley is one of the most instrumented Alpine
valleys with an observational sampling history spanning
several decades and research efforts (e.g., Brehm and
Freytag, 1982; Freytag, 1987; Gohm et al., 2009, 2010; Har-
nisch et al., 2009; Haid et al., 2020; Haid et al. Personal
communication, 2021; Karl et al., 2020; Umek et al., 2020).
Furthermore, the Innsbruck Box (i-Box; Rotach et al.,
2017), a long-term eddy-covariance network situated in
the vicinity of Innsbruck, continually advances the knowl-
edge of MoBL processes (Massaro et al., 2015; Stiperski
and Rotach, 2016; Goger et al., 2018; 2019; Sfyri et al., 2018;
Lehner et al., 2019, 2021; Stiperski et al., 2019). Prelimi-
nary analyses (Adler et al., 2021d) revealed that CVV may
have formed in the CROSSINN investigation area, with a
resemblance to the secondary circulations found in sub-
aerial and subaqueous channels. The CROSSINN dataset
therefore represents an ideal opportunity to sample, for
the first time, cross-valley flow using the coplanar-retrieval
methodology, for the investigation of CVV mechanics. The
long-term placement of the i-Box facilities in the middle
of the CROSSINN investigation area further augments
our observational dataset. The present study addresses the
following three questions:

(a) Under what atmospheric conditions do CVVs form at
a valley bend?

(b) To what extent does the magnitude of the along-valley
flow determine the development of a CVV?

(c) Does the force imbalance leading to a CVV in a val-
ley correspond to the one for secondary circulations
found in subaerial and subaqueous channels?
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F I G U R E 1 (a) Topographic representation of the lower Inn valley. The coloured squares indicate the locations of the i-Box flux towers
analyzed in this study, with the labels denoting the official i-Box designation and the closest populated residential area. The coloured
triangles indicate the locations of the three Windcubes. The black line represents the plane of the coplanar-retrieved wind field, while the
white line with the orange border denotes the straight flight track segment of the topmost cross-valley leg flown during IOP 4. The inner and
outer dashed circles have radii of 14 and 16 km, respectively. The annotated boxes show the positions and orientations of the main Inn and
and tributary Weer valleys. The inset coordinate axes represent the natural coordinate system with an origin at Kolsass, with t the streamwise
unit vector aligned with the upvalley flow, n the normal unit vector pointing to the left of the upvalley flow, and k the vertical unit vector. (b)
Cross-valley representation of the CROSSINN area of interest. The three coloured circular segments, each of radius 6,150 m, denote the extent
of the RHI of each corresponding Windcube. The rectangular mesh represents the coplanar retrieval grid. The thin black lines denote the
cross-valley flight tracks, while the orange lines denote the specific straight segments used for the analyses. The horizontal dotted black line
indicates the altitude of the average ridgeline level equal to 1,630 m AVF, while the horizontal dashed cyan line indicates an altitude of 750 m
AVF shown in Figure 2a. The letters N and S denote the northern and southern edges of the cross-section, respectively. Triangle markers and
the inset coordinate system are the same as in (a) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

The study is organized as follows. Section 2 cov-
ers the aspects of the investigation area, instruments
used, as well as the methodology deployed to obtain the
coplanar-retrieved wind fields from which periods with
CVVs are identified. Section 3 provides an overview of
the conditions both inside and above the Inn valley at the
time of CVV occurrence. In Section 4 we determine the
relevance of upvalley flow in sustaining a CVV, while in
Section 5 we determine the leading-order terms of the lat-
eral momentum budget components and resulting force
imbalances for two case-study periods with and without
a CVV. Upon providing a discussion of several additional
aspects in Section 6, we summarize the main findings of
the study in Section 7.

2 INVESTIGATION AREA,
INSTRUMENTATION, DATA AND
METHODS

2.1 Site details

CROSSINN took place in the lower Inn valley, approx-
imately 18 km northeast of the city of Innsbruck
(Figure 1a). The valley in this region is approximately

20 km wide crest-to-crest, approximately 1,630 m deep
(Adler et al., 2021d), while the valley floor is flat in
the cross-valley direction for roughly 2 km. The valley
floor slopes slightly in the upvalley direction, towards
southwest. It is dominated by a mixture of residential
and cultivated areas, while the neighbouring valley side-
walls are mostly forested. The southern valley sidewall
is characterized by a number of tributary valleys exit-
ing nearly perpendicularly into the Inn valley. Although
the northern sidewall possesses no similar tributaries,
it is characterized by a relatively flat, nearly 2 km wide
plateau, extending approximately 300 m above the valley
floor (AVF; Figure 1b). The valley floor itself is located at
an altitude of 546 m above mean sea level (amsl).

Common for the base of both valley sidewalls is their
near-circular geometry across a 60◦ azimuthal sector
(Figure 1a). In other words, the base of the northern
sidewall tracks along a circle of radius 14 km, while the
base of the southern sidewall tracks along one of radius
16 km. Therefore, for the sake of retaining simplicity in
the lateral momentum budget examination, we will use a
representative valley curvature R = 15 km. If the valley as
a whole is considered, this slight curvature can rather be
interpreted as an inflection in the valley profile. Finally,
it is necessary to mention that the valley to the southwest

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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of this curvature is slightly narrower than to the northeast
of it (e.g., Vergeiner and Dreiseitl, 1987, their figure 14;
Zängl, 2004, his figures 3a and 9a). In turn, such a narrow-
ing of the valley width may serve to amplify the daytime,
northeasterly upvalley flow on its propagation through
the valley bend.

2.2 In situ instrumentation

2.2.1 i-Box

The siting of CROSSINN instrumentation was primarily
influenced by the locations of the long-term i-Box flux tow-
ers (Rotach et al., 2017). Specifically, the three flux towers
of interest for the present study were CS-VF0, CS-SF1, and
CS-NF27, where CS stands for core site, VF for valley floor,
NF and SF for north-facing and south-facing respectively,
and the digit represents the local slope angle in degrees.
For brevity, these sites will be denoted as Kolsass, Eggen,
and Hochhäuser, respectively (Figure 1a).

Here we use measurements subjected to traditional
eddy-covariance quality-control procedures as outlined
in Stiperski and Rotach (2016) and Rotach et al. (2017).
Kolsass, Eggen and Hochhäuser were equipped with
sonic anemometers at heights of 8.7, 6.75 and 6.8 m
above ground level (agl), respectively. In addition to wind
information, here we also use scalar measurements of
temperature, humidity, pressure, radiation and precipi-
tation from Kolsass and Hochhäuser. The post-processed
scalar and wind quantities, as well as integral turbu-
lence statistics, are available for analysis at 1- and 30-min
temporal resolutions, respectively. Finally, Kolsass also
acted as the headquarter site for Intensive Observation
Period (IOP) operations and for the housing of the major-
ity of accompanying KITcube instrumentation (Kalthoff
et al., 2013).

2.2.2 Radiosoundings

During a total of ten IOPs conducted during CROSSINN
(Adler et al., 2021d), routine radiosondes were launched
at discrete times from Kolsass to provide highly resolved
in situ measurements of base thermodynamic variables.
Each IOP was envisaged as a full 24-hr cycle with a total of
ten radiosonde launches, spaced 2 hr apart during daytime
and 3 to 4 hr apart during night-time. IOPs were primarily
targeted at sampling fair-weather, thermally driven con-
ditions with weak synoptic disturbance. For a complete
overview of each IOP and exact launch times, we refer the
reader to Adler et al. (2021d), their figure 3. Each sound-
ing consisted of a GRAW DFM-09 sonde, relaying GPS and
atmospheric information via a radio transmitter to Kolsass.

The temporal resolution of the processed measurements
was 2 s, yielding an average vertical resolution of 10 m in
the lower troposphere.

2.2.3 Aircraft measurements

In situ aircraft measurements were also conducted during
five IOPs in August 2019. The D-FDLR Cessna Grand Car-
avan 208B (DLR) flew a total of four sets of cross-valley
flights as well as four sets of along-valley flights during
the selected IOPs (Adler et al., 2021d). Of interest for
the present study are the fourth cross-valley flights which
took place during late afternoon of IOP 2b (9 August) and
IOP 4 (14 August), consisting of eight vertically stacked
legs which were aligned with the vertical scanning plane
(black line in Figure 1a). These legs were flown in a
back-and-forth pattern across the valley, with the lowest
leg at approximately 400 m AVF and the highest leg at
approximately 2,600 m AVF, yielding an average vertical
separation of 300 m. Here we analyze the post-processed
10 Hz in situ measurements of wind and scalars, sampled
by the METPOD sensor package (Mallaun et al., 2015). In
the remainder of the study, the aircraft measurements will
be denoted as FDLR measurements.

2.3 Remote-sensing instrumentation

Adler et al. (2021d), their Table 3, gives a detailed overview
of technical characteristics, scan types, and scan config-
urations concerning the remote-sensing instrumentation.
Here we focus on describing only a subset of the over-
all remote-sensing instrumentation of relevance for the
present analysis.

2.3.1 Windcube Doppler lidars

Three Windcube WLS-200s lidar systems, developed by
Leosphere and constituting an integral component of the
KITcube, were deployed at three different locations in
the investigation area. Adler et al. (2021d), their figure
2, gives a depiction of the surroundings of each Wind-
cube. The first Windcube was deployed at Kolsass with
an unobstructed view from northwest towards southeast
(Figure 1). The second Windcube was deployed approx-
imately 100 m from the Hochhäuser flux tower, up the
southern sidewall at 536 m AVF. This Windcube had a
clear line of sight towards the northwest, while the ter-
rain and forest upslope of the lidar prevented broader
scanning towards southeast. Finally, the third Windcube
was deployed in Mairbach next to a clearing looking
towards southeast at an altitude 310 m AVF, approximately
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1 km to the northwest of the Eggen flux tower. Similar
to Hochhäuser, a treeline located immediately next to
the lidar prevented it from scanning further towards the
northwest. For consistency, we will refer to these three
locations as Kolsass, Hochhäuser, and Mairbach, respec-
tively. We note that Kolsass and Hochhäuser will be used
interchangeably to refer to either the i-Box flux tower or
their respective Windcube. Given their larger separation,
we will keep the distinction between Mairbach and Eggen.

The accurate positioning of the three Windcube sys-
tems, in an area of extremely heterogeneous complex
terrain, yielded three nearly perfectly aligned scanning
planes (Figure 1a). Due to local terrain and land-use char-
acteristics, the three planes were not perfectly aligned,
with an approximately 120 m offset along the valley
at the most. The only role of the three systems during
CROSSINN was to perform RHI scans at an azimuth angle
of 158.15◦. In this manner, the RHI scans were perpen-
dicular to the local along-valley axis with an azimuth of
68.15◦. The outlines of all three RHI scans are demon-
strated in Figure 1b, revealing a large area where the three
scanning planes overlapped. Each RHI scan lasted 1 min,
providing radial velocity vr, carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR),
and relative backscatter at a physical resolution of 100 m,
with overlapping range gate distance of 50 m, and a tem-
poral resolution of 0.25 s. Further details concerning the
RHI scan parameters and post-processing criteria can be
found in Adler et al. (2021d).

2.3.2 Halo Doppler lidars

Due to the specific scanning strategy of the Windcubes,
two additional Doppler lidars, part of the Innsbruck Atmo-
spheric Observatory (IAO; Karl et al., 2020) were deployed
at Kolsass to provide auxiliary information on the vertical
and horizontal structure of the flow. Therefore, the under-
lying purpose of the two additional lidars was to reduce the
ambiguity concerning the attack angle of the upvalley flow
onto the Windcube RHI planes, as well as to provide turbu-
lence and horizontal wind information. Two Halo Photon-
ics Stream Line lidars, denoted as SL88 and SLXR142 in the
remainder of the study, were deployed in the near-vicinity
of the Kolsass flux tower. The SL88, having a gener-
ally smaller range than the SLXR142, performed repeated
full-circle plan position indicator (PPI) scans at an eleva-
tion angle of 70◦ at a temporal resolution of roughly 80 s.
On the other hand, the SLXR142 performed a recurring
pattern consisting, among others, of a single full-circle 70◦
elevation PPI at the 0 and 30 min mark of each hour.

The range gate distance for both SL88 and the
SLXR142 equalled 36 m. Upon the application of the
Velocity Azimuth Display (VAD; Browning and Wexler,

1968) algorithm to raw radial velocities of each 70◦ PPI
scan for both lidars, vertical profiles of horizontal wind
were obtained. To filter out potentially erroneous wind
estimates, all range gates with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
less than –24 dB were omitted.

2.3.3 Ceilometer
To provide vertical profiles of uncalibrated backscatter and
evidence of potential layering above Kolsass, we deployed
a CHM 15k backscatter ceilometer. Given that precipita-
tion left a signature in the measurements via increased
backscatter, the measurement output at 60 s temporal and
15 m vertical resolution were used to define a custom pre-
cipitation flag. The reason for this was the fact that the
rain gauge measurements at Kolsass were often observed
to miss light precipitation events (not shown). Addition-
ally, we found that precipitation, not necessarily reaching
Kolsass but also other locations in the investigation area,
often left a signature in the coplanar-retrieved vertical
velocity w as large negative values. Since such values indi-
cate the fall velocity of hydrometeors rather than sinking
motion, we resorted to defining a custom precipitation flag
to discard such conditions. Specifically, we declared a par-
ticular 1 min interval as precipitation if the backscatter
exceeded a threshold value of 55 dB in at least 20% of the
vertical profile between 0 and 4,000 m AVF. It is important
to emphasize that such a flag is sufficient to identify only
potential precipitation occurrences above Kolsass, how-
ever large negative w above the valley sidewalls may still
remain unfiltered.

2.4 Supplemental datasets
To determine the large-scale conditions above the valley
ridgeline during all 74 days of the CROSSINN field phase,
we computed daily averages of horizontal wind speed and
direction at the 700 hPa level from the hourly ERA5 reanal-
ysis (Hersbach et al., 2020). Specifically, for each day of the
campaign, we computed a temporal average for the period
between 1200 and 2000 UTC (local time = UTC+2 hr) for
the grid point closest to Kolsass (11◦36′E, 47◦18′N). This
period was chosen as the most representative concerning
the upvalley flow phase to be discussed.

To obtain information of pressure variability at the exit
of the Inn valley, we resorted to the 10-min time series from
a TAWES (TeilAutomatische WEtterStationen) weather
station located at Kufstein (12◦9′46′′E, 47◦34′31′′N), main-
tained by the Austrian national weather service ZAMG.
Although Kufstein is located at the exit of the Inn valley,
approximately 50 km northeast of Kolsass, we assume it to
be representative of the Bavarian foreland located further
to the north. We note that we first reduced the pressure
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at Kufstein to the respective height of Kolsass using the
hypsometric equation (Holton, 2004), given that the eleva-
tion difference between the two stations is approximately
56 m.

2.5 Methodology

2.5.1 Natural coordinate system

Given the orientation of the Windcube RHI scans perpen-
dicular to the along-valley axis, we adopt the natural coor-
dinate system (Figure 1; Holton, 2004) when analyzing
the Windcube RHI measurements and the FDLR measure-
ments. In this frame of reference, the along-valley axis cor-
responds to the streamwise unit vector t (positive south-
westward), the normal unit vector n (positive southeast-
ward) is parallel to the Windcube RHI planes and pointing
to the left of the northeasterly upvalley flow, and the verti-
cal unit vector k is equivalent to its Cartesian counterpart
(positive upwards). Therefore, the wind speed components
in this frame of reference correspond to the along-valley
streamwise component us, the cross-valley normal com-
ponent un, and the vertical component uz. Therefore, the
vertical component in this new frame of reference is equiv-
alent to its Cartesian counterpart w. We point out that, in
the case of all other datasets analyzed in this study, we
retain the customary Cartesian frame of reference.

2.5.2 Coplanar retrieval

The alignment of the three RHI scans from each Wind-
cube, along with their synchronized durations, enabled the
retrieval of a two-dimensional wind vv in their common
vertical scanning plane, based on post-processed radial
velocity measurements. On their own, radial velocity mea-
surements represent the projection of a three-dimensional
wind onto the laser beam (Banta et al., 2013). When the
azimuth is fixed, as in our case, the problem reduces to
two dimensions, resulting in the following expression for
radial velocity:

vr = r̂v ⋅ vv , (1)

where r̂v is the two-dimensional unit vector in the ver-
tical RHI plane, and vv is the desired two-dimensional
projection of the three-dimensional wind onto this plane.
A number of previous studies have utilized two Doppler
lidars to obtain vv (Calhoun et al., 2006; Hill et al., 2010;
Cherukuru et al., 2015; Whiteman et al., 2018a; 2018b;
Wildmann et al., 2018). Similar to Adler et al. (2020) and
Haid et al. (2020; Haid et al. Personal communication,
2021), here we had the advantage of a third lidar to expand
the retrieval coverage. Note that, even though three lidars

are ultimately available, the retrieval is still yielding only
two components of the 3D wind vector. We utilized the
coplanar retrieval algorithm of Haid (2019), by retrieving
vv onto a 8 km wide and 5 km tall Cartesian mesh with
a lattice width Δl = 50 m (Figure 1b). At each grid point
of the retrieval mesh, N total radial velocity estimates
from all three Windcubes were collected inside of a radius
of influence R = Δl∕

√
2, yielding a system of N linear

equations, solved here through a minimization of its cost
function (Newsom et al., 2005):

J =
N∑

i=1

(
vr,i − r̂v ⋅ vv

)2
. (2)

The retrieved vv was rejected if the intersection angle
of the original Windcube beams was outside of the inter-
val [30◦, 150◦] simultaneously for all lidar pairs. Although
this step in the retrieval discarded erroneous vv due to
nearly co-linear beams, it did preclude the analysis of
vv close to the valley sidewalls (Adler et al., 2021d, their
figure 4f). The wind components un and uz that define
the wind vector |vv| = √

u2
n + u2

z , represent respectively
the cross-valley horizontal wind component and verti-
cal wind component in the RHI scanning plane. During
CROSSINN, the average horizontal extent of the retrieved
wind field amounted to approximately 6 km with little
change over time. The vertical extent varied more dras-
tically, depending primarily on the aerosol and moisture
loading above the ridgeline, as well as on dew formation
on top of the Windcube scanner at Kolsass during clear
nights when cold pools frequently formed above the val-
ley floor. Above Kolsass the vertical extent of the retrieved
wind field has a median value of 2,250 m AVF during the
entire campaign, with an interquartile range of 1,500 m.

2.5.3 Identification of CVV in the Inn valley

A CVV at any cross-section of a curved channel mani-
fests itself through spatially coherent regions of upward
and downward vertical motions, depending on channel
geometry, channel curvature, as well as along-channel
flow depth and strength (Russell and Vennell, 2014, their
figure 8). To determine the presence or lack of such
coherent regions in the CROSSINN investigation area, we
focused on coplanar-retrieved uz across the Inn valley,
specifically a single cross-valley transect at 750 m AVF
(Figure 1b). This transect, shown in Figure 2a, is above
the region excluded by the intersection angle criterion,
but is still within the valley atmosphere below the aver-
age ridgeline height. To reduce noise in the raw 1-min
coplanar-retrieved uz, we calculated 30-min uz averages at
each grid point of the retrieval mesh, omitting those grid
points having less than 15 available 1-min uz values. Gaps
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F I G U R E 2 (a) Time–distance visualisation of the coplanar-retrieved vertical velocity component uz at 750 m AVF, for the entire
CROSSINN duration. The horizontal dashed black line indicates the location of Kolsass. The time resolution is 30 min. The yellow shaded
regions indicate the regions used in the CVV identification algorithm. (b) Summary of the CVV identification algorithm results. Black
rectangles denote the identified CVV 30-min intervals, while grey rectangles denote 30-min intervals characterized completely by
precipitation, according to the ceilometer-based precipitation flag. The coloured labels correspond to IOP days: 8 August=IOP 2a;
9 August=IOP 2b; 14 August=IOP 4; 22 August=IOP 6; 13 September=IOP 8. (c) Time series of the SLXR142 horizontal wind speed between 0
and 1,000 m AVF ⟨U0−1000 m⟩ (shaded, blue), and 30-min intervals characterized by a downvalley flow (stippled, black).(d) Time series of the
potential temperature difference Δ𝜃 between Hochhäuser and Kolsass [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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in Figure 2a result primarily from low clouds or precipita-
tion events, and more seldomly from one of the Windcubes
being inoperational at the time (Figure 2b; Adler et al.,
2021d, their figure 5e).

The 750 m AVF transect reveals wide regions of
updraughts above the southern sidewall and weaker,
simultaneously opposing downdraughts above the north-
ern sidewall. The two regions are on average symmetrical
around Kolsass (Adler et al., 2021d, their figure 10a). Such
updraught/downdraught pairs occurred on a number of
days in August, more rarely but with apparently equal
intensity in September, and almost never in the first half
of October. Given that these instances persisted continu-
ously for many hours at a time, in some cases even during
night-time, they cannot be due to daytime surface-driven
convection alone. The prevalence of a stationary down-
draught over the northern slope is further in disagreement
with an expected greater positive heat flux over this slope
than elsewhere in the valley (Lehner et al., 2021), which
would promote upward motion instead. Therefore, we
hypothesize that these instances represent a dynamically
driven CVV, generated by the slight curvature of the Inn
valley (Figure 1a; Adler et al., 2021d, their figure 10a,c).

We adopted the following set of criteria to extract
30-min cases with CVV. We focused on two regions of
1.5 km width above both valley sidewalls (yellow shaded
regions in Figure 2a), for which we computed the average
coplanar-retrieved uz. First, we identified periods with a
CVV as those 30-min intervals for which the southern uz
average was in excess of 0.35 m⋅s−1 and the northern aver-
age uz was less than −0.15 m⋅s−1. This step identified the
most intense CVVs, although it may have missed the tran-
sient ones, for instance during onset and decay phases.
Therefore, we identified additional potential CVV can-
didate periods as those remaining 30-min intervals with
the same conditions as above, but with threshold values
divided by four. These candidate periods were declared as
CVV periods only if they preceded or were preceded by at
least 1 hr of originally identified 30-min periods with CVV
above. Lastly, we omitted those periods for which the areal
coverage of the retrieved wind field was less than 20% of
the largest possible coverage, here equal to the overall
overlap among the three RHI fields within the retrieval
grid (Figure 1b). Closer inspection of Figure 2b and the
timing of all identified CVV cases, suggested that the
majority occurred during daytime, specifically between
1200 and 2000 UTC. Therefore, we focus our attention on
this period only.

The above criteria resulted in 132 30-min inter-
vals classified as CVV, distributed among 23 days of
the campaign (Figure 2b): thirteen in August, nine in
September and one in October. Furthermore, four of
these days corresponded to IOP days, specifically IOP 2a

(8 August), IOP 4 (14 August), IOP 6 (22 August), and
IOP 8 (13 September). CVVs were most common between
1430 and 1530 UTC. It is worth noting that the number
of 30-min periods classified as CVV showed a comparable
sensitivity to both the choice of the identification level
and the choice of average uz thresholds. For instance,
raising the identification level to 1,000 m AVF, resulted in
a nearly twofold reduction of periods classified as CVV,
thereby capturing only the deeper CVV structures. On the
other hand, reducing the two uz thresholds used above by
0.1 m⋅s−1 at the 750 m AVF level, resulted in a 40% increase
of identified periods. However, some of these additional
cases exhibited an extremely weak and broken-up down-
draught region owing to the eased criteria, casting doubt
on the apparent CVV structure typical of other cases found
with our initial threshold scheme.

Lastly, it is instructive to explore the general thermo-
dynamic conditions in the Inn valley during CROSSINN
(Figure 2c,d). It is clear from Figure 2c that the major-
ity of the periods with a CVV preferentially took place
on days with a moderate to strong upvalley flow. Fur-
thermore, a CVV took place not only during thermally
driven daytime upvalley flow conditions, but also during
the night with a synoptically forced upvalley flow, such as
on 12 and 21 August, as well as 18 and 19 September. Days
with weak upvalley flows or precipitation, for instance the
period from 3 to 8 September, did not promote conditions
to sustain a CVV. However days such as 22 August, with
a strong upvalley flow but nearly no CVV cases identi-
fied, point to the fact that upvalley flow strength is likely
not the only relevant parameter for CVV occurrence. On
the other hand, consulting the potential temperature dif-
ference Δ𝜃 between Kolsass and Hochhäuser (Figure 2d),
here taken as a proxy of low-level valley stability above
Kolsass (Dreiseitl, 1988; Whiteman and Hoch, 2014; Haid
et al., 2020), reveals that the low-level valley atmosphere
was unstable (Δ𝜃 < 0) only during the transition from the
night-time downvalley to daytime upvalley flow, usually
between 0700 and 1500 UTC. Additionally, the length of
the periods with negative Δ𝜃 progressively shortened over
the course of the campaign, in accordance with gradually
decreasing solar input. Unlike along-valley flow magni-
tude and direction (Figure 2c), Δ𝜃 suggests at first glance
no relationship with periods with a CVV. This is in accor-
dance with the earlier finding that CVVs occurred during
night-time as well.

2.5.4 Quantifying structural properties
of a CVV

To illustrate the thought process behind quantifying CVV
attributes, we focus on a 30-min afternoon period between
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F I G U R E 3 Visualisation of a typical 30-min period characterized by a CVV, for the time period 1600–1630 UTC on 14 August 2019
(IOP 4). (a) Vertical profiles of wind speed and wind direction, shown collectively for the 1700 UTC GRAW radiosounding, the 1558:14 UTC
VAD performed by the SLXR142, and the 1600:57 UTC VAD performed by the SL88. (b–f) are 30-min mean two-dimensional cross-valley
fields, obtained from raw 1-min coplanar-retrieved data, of (b) cross-valley velocity component un, (c) vertical velocity component uz, (d)
quiver and shading representation of the total wind vector in the scanning plane |vv|, (e) streamwise vorticity component 𝜔s, and (f) swirling
strength 𝜆ci. The black contour lines in (b–f) represent outlines of the positive 𝜔s regions, while the X marks the CVV centre. Coloured
triangles are the same as in Figure 1. The horizontal dotted black line indicates the altitude of the average ridgeline level equal to 1,630 m
AVF [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

1600 and 1630 UTC during IOP 4 (Adler et al., 2021d,
Figure 3). The vertical profiles of horizontal wind speed
and direction (Figure 3a) exhibited a low-level upvalley
jet, and a clockwise veering with height that terminated at
the ridgeline level. The wind direction, as obtained by the
GRAW radiosounding, exhibited more rapid veering with
height than the two VAD-derived profiles. Although this
may be partly due to the sounding taking place 1 hr later
than the two relevant Halo scans or due to the failure of
the horizontal homogeneity assumption for VAD retrieval
in complex terrain (Bingöl et al., 2009), we consider it to be
mainly a result of the sonde being advected further upval-
ley by the intense jet, therefore no longer being entirely
representative for Kolsass.

We begin the CVV quantification with the
coplanar-retrieved un and uz components (Figure 3b,c).
Below approximately 800 m AVF, the positive sign of un

indicates upvalley flow impinging onto the retrieval plane
with a slight northerly angle (Figure 3b). Between 900
and 1,800 m AVF, the negative sign of un represents flow
with a slight angle of attack from the south. This vertical
variability of un with height is corroborated by Figure 3a,
specifically by the clockwise turning of the upvalley wind.
This clockwise shift with height was not constant across
the valley, as indicated by the upward tilt of the upward
boundary of positive un towards the southeast (Figure 3b).
Furthermore, the spatial structure of the uz component
(Figure 3c) was, as expected, in agreement with the 750 m
AVF transect used originally to detect CVVs (Figure 2a).

The cross-valley variability of |vv| offers evidence of the
vortical nature of a CVV (Figure 3d). In other words, a
CVV manifested as a clockwise vortex when looking upval-
ley, or equivalently, when looking downstream from the
CROSSINN investigation area. The apparently larger |vv|
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near the surface and below the ridgeline level arose from
the flow being least perpendicular to the retrieval plane
there. This feature underscores the importance of prop-
erly interpreting angles of attack of the flow relative to
the vertical scanning plane. This holds particularly for the
upper levels, where the upvalley flow is noticeably weaker
but aligned less along the upvalley axis than the lower
levels (Figure 3a). Nonetheless, the high degree of com-
parability of the remotely sampled CVV structure with
that obtained with FDLR measurements during this time
period on IOP 4 (Adler et al., 2021d, their figure 10a,c),
confirms the reliability of the coplanar retrievals for more
advanced analyses.

Spatially abundant information of un and uz enable
quantification of relative vorticity (Holton, 2004):

𝜔s =
(
𝜕uz

𝜕n
− 𝜕un

𝜕z

)
, (3)

where 𝜔s is the streamwise vorticity component. We
emphasize that 𝜔s is the only relevant vorticity component
for the present study, although it has to be kept in mind
that it may possess small contributions from other (here
neglected) vorticity components, due to the along-valley
flow being never fully perpendicular to the retrieval plane.
Below the ridgeline level, the dominating positive sign of
𝜔s is a result of the CVV clockwise sense of rotation in
a right-handed natural coordinate system (Figures 1 and
3e). The uniformity of the 𝜔s patterns, or equivalently
the lack of patchiness and intermittency within the pre-
dominantly positive 𝜔s, lends itself as a promising tool
for delineating the spatial extent of a CVV. Given that
many smaller regions of positive 𝜔s may exist, like those
above the ridgeline level (Figure 3e), the one associated
with the CVV needs to be identified first. To this end, all
grid points simultaneously satisfying |un| < 0.2 m⋅s−1 and|uz| < 0.2 m⋅s−1 are identified. Among those, the grid point
with the minimum |vv| is declared as the centre of a CVV
(black X marker in Figure 3). The enclosed region of posi-
tive𝜔s containing the CVV centre, therefore represents the
CVV itself. Finally, we compute ⟨𝜔s⟩ as the spatially aver-
aged streamwise vorticity 𝜔s inside the previously defined
CVV region A.

To further characterize a CVV, the un and uz retrieved
wind fields can be used to obtain the period of a single
revolution of a CVV around its streamwise axis. Similar
to Hill et al. (2010), this can be accomplished by comput-
ing the two-dimensional form of the swirling strength 𝜆ci,
following Chen et al. (2015):

𝜆ci =
1
2

√
−4

(
𝜕un

𝜕z
𝜕uz

𝜕n
− 𝜕un

𝜕n
𝜕uz

𝜕z

)
−
(
𝜕un

𝜕n
+

𝜕uz

𝜕z

)2

,

(4)

and realizing that the desired period can be obtained
as T = 2𝜋∕⟨𝜆ci⟩, where ⟨𝜆ci⟩ is the spatial mean of 𝜆ci
within the CVV area A. Interestingly, when considering
the only other study reporting swirling strength in the
MoBL, namely Hill et al. (2010) who studied subrotor
vortices in the Owens valley, 𝜆ci of this particular CVV
(Figure 3f) is one order of magnitude smaller than that of
subrotor vortices (Hill et al., 2010, their figure 7a). Such a
comparison warrants caution, given that we compare two
different types of vortex, specifically a streamwise vortex
on the one hand (CVV) and a spanwise vortex on the other
hand (subrotor vortex). Provided that a typical time-scale
of a subrotor vortex lifecycle amounts to 5–8 min (Doyle
et al., 2009), the smaller order of magnitude of 𝜆ci would
suggest that a CVV took on the order of tens of minutes to
overturn around its streamwise upvalley axis.

Finally, we emphasize that not all CVV cases demon-
strated a pattern as clean and consistent as that pre-
sented in Figure 3. Specifically, while a few cases exhibited
extremely broken up or layered positive 𝜔s regions, others
have potentially erroneously identified a CVV centre too
close to the ridgeline level (not shown). To omit such suspi-
cious instances not conforming to the prevailing structure,
we first retained only those 30-min CVV cases whose cen-
tre fell inside a 2-km wide and 1-km tall region, centred
above Kolsass. These boundaries are justified by the fact
that the minimum |uz| typically occurred above or near
Kolsass (Figures 2a). As a result, a total of four 30-min
intervals were discarded, resulting in a total of 128 30-min
intervals available for closer inspection.

3 ENVIRONMENTAL
CONDITIONS DURING CVV
OCCURRENCE

In the following we explore the prevailing atmospheric
conditions within and above the valley during CVV occur-
rences, with the aim of elucidating potential factors lead-
ing to a CVV. For brevity we focus only on conditions at
Kolsass.

3.1 Large-scale forcing

Major Alpine valleys such as the Inn valley have been
shown to be potentially susceptible to the spatial distri-
bution of large-scale pressure fields ultimately having an
impact on along-valley flow via primarily pressure-driven
channelling (Whiteman, 2000; Zängl, 2009). To explore
the potential impact of the prevalent large-scale forcing
on CVV during CROSSINN, we consulted ERA5 reanal-
ysis fields of horizontal wind speed and direction above
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F I G U R E 4 Mean (1200–2000 UTC) ERA5 wind speed versus wind direction for the grid point closest to Kolsass at the 700 hPa
pressure level. In the case of wind direction, the average is obtained as a circular mean. The horizontal solid green and orange lines represent
the upvalley and downvalley axes, respectively. In (a), upvalley wind days with a CVV are marked by black squares, while all other
CROSSINN days are marked by grey circles. The IOP colouring convention is the same as in Figure 2b. In (b), the upvalley wind days with a
CVV are colour-coded with respect to the total number of detected CVV 30-min periods on each day [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Kolsass, at the 700 hPa pressure level, for the period
1200–2000 UTC (Figure 4).

Moderate (2–8 m⋅s−1) flows with a westerly component
(180–360◦) dominated above the investigation area during
the majority of the CROSSINN campaign, in accordance
with the assessment of large-scale forcing based on mea-
surements from the Zugspitze mountaintop observatory as
presented in Adler et al. (2021d), their figure 5a,b. Days
with CVV spanned a large range of ambient wind speeds
and directions, indicating a lack of preference for a certain
type of ambient forcing (Figure 4a). The four IOPs with a
CVV (Figure 2b) all fell within the range of wind directions
between 240◦ and 90◦, for which Zängl (2009) found had
the weakest capacity to modulate the underlying upval-
ley flow. In the analyses to follow, we will focus also on
IOP 2b, a representative upvalley flow day without a CVV.
This upvalley flow day, unlike the other IOPs with a CVV,
experienced a moderate large-scale southerly flow, result-
ing in a potentially disturbed upvalley flow with no CVV
manifestations. This hypothesis will be scrutinized further
in the sections to follow.

Although Figure 4a suggested a lack of preference for
a type of ambient forcing, it ignored the information per-
taining to persistence of a CVV on any given day. To
account for this, Figure 4b demonstrates the total num-
ber of identified 30-min periods with CVV on each day.
Such a representation reveals an evident clustering of days
with longer-lasting CVVs for ambient forcings with a west-
erly fetch in excess of 4 m⋅s−1. In other words, ambient
winds of opposite fetch to that of the upvalley flow seem to

promote more longer-lasting CVVs. We postpone a more
elaborate discussion of the potential implication of this
counter-intuitive finding until Section 5.1.

3.2 Atmospheric conditions at Kolsass

We computed the circular average surface wind direction
at Kolsass to assess the conditions of the prevailing flow at
that time (Figure 5a). We note that the more pronounced
variability during night-time resulted from more vari-
able flow conditions, belonging to either thermally driven
downvalley flow or synoptically forced flow. Common for
the 23 CVV days was the persistent northeasterly, upvalley
flow from 1100 until roughly 2000 UTC (Figure 5a). Moti-
vated by this finding, we decided to also explore the time
evolution of other variables, and for all other upvalley flow
days without any CVV. This step is motivated by the fact
that all 23 CVV days were upvalley flow days, while on the
other hand not all the upvalley flow days exhibited CVV
occurrence. These days without a CVV, 31 in total, were
declared as upvalley based on a subjective inspection of the
prevailing along-valley flow direction from SLXR142 (not
shown). We resorted to a subjective determination, given
that ideal valley wind day classifications are often too strict
(Lehner et al., 2019; Adler et al., 2021d). The upvalley flow
fetch was, in both cases, slightly more northerly relative
to our defined upvalley streamwise axis, more so on CVV
days. In contrast to the similarity in flow direction, days
with CVV were on average accompanied by as much as
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F I G U R E 5 Time series of (a) wind direction at 8.7 m agl at Kolsass, (b) wind speed at 8.7 m agl at Kolsass, (c) pressure difference Δp
between Kolsass and Kufstein, (d) incoming short-wave radiation SWin at Kolsass, (e) sensible heat flux H at 8.7 m agl at Kolsass, and (f)
potential temperature difference Δ𝜃 between Hochhäuser and Kolsass, including their respective standard deviations around the mean for
upvalley wind days with (red) and without (black) CVV. Each data point is the mean composite of all days within the two categories. In the
case of wind direction, circular means and standard deviations are shown. The horizontal dashed blue lines in (b–f) denote the zero value,
while the horizontal solid green and orange lines in (a) denote the upvalley and downvalley axes, respectively [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

60% more intense upvalley flows (Figure 5b). Furthermore,
the peak upvalley flow at the surface, found between 1400
and 1600 UTC, coincided with the peak CVV occurrence
(Figure 2b).

It is worthwhile to next explore the time evolution
of the horizontal pressure difference between Kolsass
and Kufstein, Δp = pKolsass − pKufstein; Kufstein is a city
near the exit of the Inn valley (Figure 5c). Historically,
the magnitude of this pressure difference correlated with
upvalley flow strength on days with weak or even mild
synoptic influence (Nickus and Vergeiner, 1984; Lehner
et al., 2019). Negative Δp during daytime hours, on the

order of −0.5 to −1 hPa for both IOPs, indicates a lower
pressure at Kolsass than at Kufstein. This caused a hori-
zontal pressure gradient force towards Kolsass, resulting
in the upvalley flow.

Another significant discrepancy between the two
day types can be observed in incoming short-wave radi-
ation (Figure 5d) and sensible heat flux at the surface
(Figure 5e), both displaying a greater magnitude on
upvalley flow days with a CVV. We hypothesize that
the overall greater radiation input drove a greater tem-
perature and hence pressure contrast between the Inn
valley and the Bavarian foreland, thus leading to a
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F I G U R E 6 Vertical profiles
of SLXR142 VAD (a) wind speed
and (b) wind direction, for the
matching 30-min intervals with a
CVV. The IOP colour-coding
convention is the same as in
Figure 2b. The horizontal dotted
black line indicates the altitude of
the average ridgeline level equal to
1,630 m AVF. The vertical solid
green line in (b) represents the
streamwise axis [Colour figure can
be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

stronger upvalley flow on days with a CVV (Nickus and
Vergeiner, 1984; Vergeiner and Dreiseitl, 1987). The low
absolute magnitudes of the sensible heat flux H, as well
as the unusually early H sign reversal already at roughly
1300 UTC, resulted from much larger values of latent
heat fluxes than H, not just at Kolsass, but at all three
examined i-Box flux towers (Stiperski and Rotach, 2016;
Lehner et al., 2019; Lehner et al., 2021), a feature common
to many Alpine valleys. The short period of weak sensible
heat flux, in turn, led to a shallow convective boundary
layer (Ladstätter, 2020; Adler et al., 2021d) and an early
stabilisation of the valley atmosphere. In the Inn valley,
it is also likely that the export of heat along the sidewalls,
together with subsidence across the valley, may have
additionally contributed to such a shallow and relatively
short-lived convective boundary layer (Ladstätter, 2020).
Figure 5f demonstrates the potential temperature differ-
ence between Kolsass and Hochhäuser Δ𝜃, shown already
in Figure 2d. Owing to greater sensible heating of the
valley atmosphere on days with a CVV, the potential tem-
perature difference Δ𝜃 in the valley was negative between
roughly 0900 and 1300 UTC on days with a CVV, which is
not the case on days without a CVV for which Δ𝜃 values
indicate neutral and even slightly stable conditions. How-
ever, one should keep in mind that the variability of H and
Δ𝜃 for the two types of upvalley wind days significantly
overlap, as evidenced by the shadings in Figure 5, pointing
to the fact that, for instance, occasionally even days with
strong surface heating and a more unstable atmosphere
may not be accompanied by a CVV at all. In such cases,
it is essential to focus on wind speed magnitude to help
explain the lack of CVVs.

In summary, we found that an upvalley flow with a
30-min average in excess of 4 m⋅s−1 (Figure 5b), a nega-
tive heat flux H from early afternoon onwards (Figure 5e),
and an unstable preconditioning of the lower valley atmo-
sphere prior to the onset of the upvalley flow (Figure 5e,f)

represent some of the possible indicators of a CVV at
the valley floor at this slightly curved segment of the Inn
valley.

3.3 Characteristics of upvalley flow
during CVV

Given that an upvalley flow appeared to have been an
essential component for CVV occurrence (Figures 3a
and 5a–c), we now determine the vertical structure of
the upvalley flow above Kolsass, as inferred from the
half-hourly profiles of horizontal wind speed from the
SLXR142 (Figure 6).

The magnitude of the upvalley flow (Figure 6a)
exhibited a consistent jet-like profile with height dur-
ing CVV cases, with the jet height settling on average
around 200–400 m AVF, and reaching values as high as
15 m⋅s−1. Based on the few cases during which SLXR142
measurements reached beyond the ridgeline level, it is also
evident that the upvalley flow nearly vanished at or slightly
above the average ridgeline level of 1,630 m AVF. When
individual IOPs with a CVV are considered, it becomes
clear that a CVV may persist for a large range of upvalley
flow speeds. Interestingly, the fact that only one 30-min
interval was identified as a CVV on IOP 6 (Figure 2b) is in
contradiction with one of the strongest upvalley flows dur-
ing CROSSINN sampled exactly on IOP 6. We will clarify
this apparent conundrum in Section 5.1.

Similar to upvalley flow strength, the flow direction
exhibited another largely consistent feature, namely a
clockwise veering with height towards the ridgeline level
(Figure 6b). Since the flow near the surface possessed
a more pronounced northerly component relative to the
streamwise axis (Figure 5a), upper levels then exhibited a
slight southerly component relative to the streamwise axis.
At the ridgeline level where the upvalley flow vanished,
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F I G U R E 7 (a) CVV vorticity ⟨𝜔s⟩, (b) CVV overturning period T, and (c) CVV overturning distance 𝓁, as a function of the SLXR142
bulk-valley mean horizontal wind speed between 0 and 1,000 m AVF. The IOP colour-coding convention is the same as in Figure 2b. The
arrows connecting the IOP 4 30-min intervals with CVV represent time progression from 1200 to 1800 UTC, according to Figure 2b [Colour
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

wind direction turned most often to westerly flow aloft, in
agreement with Figure 4.

4 RELATION OF CVV
STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES WITH
THE UPVALLEY FLOW STRENGTH

Having established the prevalent environmental condi-
tions above and then below the ridgeline level, we now
focus our efforts on determining the type of relationship
between the structure of a CVV and the upvalley flow
strength, determined previously to be a potentially impor-
tant ingredient for CVV occurrence. By performing the
computation of ⟨𝜔s⟩ and 𝜆ci for all 128 30-min intervals
identified as CVV, we are now able to explore how the
CVV is related to the intensity of the upvalley flow during
CROSSINN. To quantify the latter, we computed the mean
SLXR142 horizontal wind speed between 0 and 1,000 m
AVF ⟨U0−1000 m⟩.

The overall near-linear increase of CVV vorticity with
increasing horizontal wind speed (Figure 7a) reiterates the
importance of the upvalley flow for the CVV. In other
words, a CVV spins faster around its streamwise axis given
a faster upvalley flow. The four IOPs agree with this con-
clusion to different extents.

In line with the previous conclusion made at the
end of Section 2.5.4, the CVVs took longer than subrotor
vortices to achieve a full revolution around their rota-
tional streamwise axis, on average between 30 and 80 min
(Figure 7b). Given that such a range of T corresponds
to the time-scale of the MoBL sensitivity to surface forc-
ing (Lehner and Rotach, 2018), a CVV qualifies as an

important phenomenon affecting exchange in the MoBL.
The rotation period T was negatively correlated to the
flow speed, thus leading to faster spinning CVVs for more
intense upvalley flows. The CVV during IOP 4 revealed an
inconsistent pattern, with an initial T decrease, followed
by a further T increase with increasing wind speed. Closer
examination of cross-valley transects of𝜔s and 𝜆ci for those
later early evening cases revealed that the CVV grew ver-
tically until 1800 UTC, accompanied by a progressively
smaller 𝜆ci (not shown).

The CVV period of a single revolution T allows us
to determine at what distance downstream of the inves-
tigation area this revolution was achieved. To this end,
we computed the CVV overturning distance 𝓁 by multi-
plying the CVV period T with ⟨U0−1000 m⟩. In this fash-
ion, visualizing 𝓁 as a function of ⟨U0−1000 m⟩ suffers from
self-correlation. Nonetheless, it is still reliable for deter-
mining the magnitude of 𝓁, which amounted to 15–30 km
during CROSSINN (Figure 7c). This finding implies that
a CVV can be envisaged as a helicoidal, spiraling motion
initiated at the valley curvature. However, we cannot pur-
sue such an idealised visualisation hypothesis further,
owing to the lack of similarly retrieved wind fields further
up the valley.

5 CVV MOMENTUM BUDGET
AND DRIVING FORCES

Although the role of the upvalley flow strength has been
substantiated in previous sections, another fundamental
piece of information is still lacking, pertaining to the actual
role of the curved segment of the Inn valley where the
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CROSSINN investigation area was situated. Specifically, it
remains unknown whether the advance of upvalley flow
around this gentle bend is sufficient to drive a centrifu-
gal force potent enough to generate a CVV. Therefore to
address and answer our last scientific question, we focus
on contrasting two IOPs with and without CVV, namely
IOP 4 and IOP 2b (Figures 2b and 5). We first focus on
establishing the main similarities and differences between
the two IOPs, followed by the evaluation of the lateral
momentum budget equation.

5.1 Contrasting IOPs with and without
CVV

Frequent GRAW radiosonde launches enabled a useful
examination of the thermodynamic state of the MoBL
during the two IOPs (Figure 8a,c). Common for both IOPs
was an upvalley flow during daytime, as suggested already
by Δp (Figure 5c). Additionally, a shallow, well-mixed
boundary layer, and a moderate large-scale northwest-
erly and southwesterly flow during IOP 4 and IOP 2b,

F I G U R E 8 (a, c, e) Time–height representation of the GRAW wind speed (shading), GRAW isentropes (contours), GRAW horizontal
wind vectors (arrows), and (b, d, f) time–height representation of the vertical profile of the cross-valley coplanar-retrieved velocity component
un above Kolsass. In (b, d, f), altitudes between 118 and 200 m AVF show only the respective SL88 v component rotated into the natural
coordinate system (Figure 1), while altitudes above 200 m AVF show only the matching coplanar-retrieved un component. For the SL88, the
shown 30-min profiles were obtained as means from the original profiles sampled every 80 s. (a, b) represent IOP 2b, (c, d) IOP 4, and (e, f)
IOP 6. The horizontal dashed black lines indicate the altitude of the average ridgeline level equal to 1,630 m AVF [Colour figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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respectively (Figure 4; Ladstätter, 2020) were also common
characteristics of both IOPs. Between approximately 0500
and 1000 UTC, the valley atmosphere experienced a grad-
ual breakdown of the night-time surface inversion, as well
as a weakening of the downvalley flow before the onset
of the thermally driven upvalley flow around 1100 UTC
on IOP 4 (Figure 8c) and 1400 UTC on IOP 2b (Figure 8a).
Common for both IOPs was a gradual, bottom-up decay
of the upvalley flow during the evening, driven by the sta-
bilisation of the valley atmosphere (Figure 5e,f) and by a
decrease in Δp (Figure 5c).

Based on the clockwise wind turning with height dur-
ing CVV (Figures 3a and 7b), inspection of the vertical pro-
file of the cross-valley wind speed component un directly
above Kolsass (Figure 8b,d) provides a rough assessment
of CVV presence without having to consult individual
coplanar-retrieved wind fields (Figure 3b). The position-
ing of positive un close to the valley floor, with negative
un concentrated in the upper half of the valley atmo-
sphere (Figure 8d), agrees with the typical CVV structure
(Figure 3b). During IOP 2b, such a vertical variation of
un with height was limited to the shorter-lived and shal-
lower upvalley flow, likely resulting in a very small CVV
not captured by the 750 m AVF transect (Figure 2a). Unfor-
tunately, such a small CVV cannot be confirmed by the
coplanar-retrieved wind fields, since it likely populated the
region rejected due to the intersection angle criterion close
to the sidewalls.

As alluded to already in Sections 3.3 and 4, IOP 6 was
marked by one of the strongest daytime upvalley flows dur-
ing CROSSINN, yet only a single 30-min period was iden-
tified as a CVV. To address this, we inspect the thermody-
namic state of the valley atmosphere in IOP 6 (Figure 8e,f),
as previously done for IOPs 2b and 4 (Figure 8a–d). IOP 6
exhibited the deepest upvalley flow during CROSSINN
which, based on late-afternoon radiosoundings, extended
by roughly 600 m above the ridgeline level (Figure 8e).
Simultaneously, as can be observed from the vertical
profile of the cross-valley coplanar-retrieved wind speed
component un between 1700 and 2000 UTC (Figure 8f),
there was an erratic clockwise wind shift with height,
compared to the more continuous shift observed for
other CVV cases (Figure 6b). Such an anomalously deep
upvalley flow, deviating from the usual termination at
the ridgeline level during CVV occurrences (Figure 6a),
resulted in a less spatially coherent clockwise vorticity
structure (not shown). We hypothesize that, although the
daytime upvalley flow is the governing driver of a CVV,
whether a CVV actually develops may also depend on the
ability of the large-scale forcing to prevent the upvalley
flow from growing too deep (or, at the very least, to prevent
the upvalley flow from exceeding the valley depth).

5.2 Evaluation of the lateral
momentum budget

The sufficiently strong and deep upvalley flow resulted
in an uninterrupted 6.5-hr CVV in IOP 4. The lack of
an upvalley flow with these attributes, in turn, helped
corroborate the absence of a well-developed CVV dur-
ing IOP 2b which could be detected. We hypothesize that
this contrast between the two IOPs should be reflected
in the cross-sectional representation of winds and scalars,
as evident from the FDLR measurements. Furthermore,
if the gradual valley curvature is indeed relevant for
CVV generation, the two IOPs should be character-
ized by a different force imbalance. To substantiate this
claim, we now turn to evaluating the lateral momen-
tum budget in a natural frame of reference (Kalkwijk
and Booij, 1986; Kim and Voulgaris, 2008; Nidzieko et al.,
2009):
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, (5)

where s, n, and z represent streamwise, normal, and verti-
cal directions, respectively, the curvature radius R equals
15 km, g = 9.81 m⋅s−2 is the gravitational acceleration, f =
1.07 × 10−4 s−1 is the Coriolis parameter for Kolsass, 𝜌0
is the background air density, primes denote fluctuations
about a time average, and brackets denote a time-averaged
value (following Nidzieko et al., 2009). The left-hand side
represents the local tendency term (LTT), while on the
right-hand side the terms are in order the centrifugal
forcing term (CGT), the streamwise advective tendency
term (SAT), the lateral advective tendency term (LAT),
the vertical advective tendency term (VAT), the lateral
pressure gradient forcing (PGT), the Coriolis forcing term
(COT), and the frictional forcing term (FRT). With the
current dataset available only across the valley, we are
not able to compute SAT. Additionally, we cannot with
sufficient confidence estimate FRT, provided that the rel-
atively short length of the cross-valley legs would likely
result in an underestimation of the ⟨u′

nu′
z⟩ momentum

flux due to an insufficient convergence of its turbulent
cospectrum. The two unknown terms define the residual
term

RES = SAT + FRT
= LTT − CGT − PGT − LAT − VAT − COT.
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F I G U R E 9 Cross-valley representation of the (a, d) centrifugal forcing term CGT, (b, e) pressure gradient forcing term PGT, and (c, f)
potential temperature 𝜃. In (a, d) the solid black contours represent the us wind speed component in the natural frame of reference (Figure 1)
from which CGT is derived. The natural frame of reference applies only for the regions where the flow is upvalley, that is, where us > 0. Solid
contour lines indicate upvalley flow, while dashed contour lines indicate downvalley flow. (a, b, c) represent IOP 2b, and (d, e, f) IOP 4. The
horizontal dotted black lines indicate the altitude of the average ridgeline level equal to 1,630 m AVF. Coloured triangles are the same as in
Figure 1 [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

The Appendix S1 gives a detailed explanation of the
evaluation of Equation (5), together with the computation
of budget term uncertainties.

As shown in the SI, a scale analysis approach, as
well as analysis of the FDLR data, revealed that the CGT
and PGT terms represent the two leading-order terms
in the lateral momentum budget during the examined
cross-valley flights, particularly in IOP 4. While the CGT
term is computed from the cross-valley field of us in a
straightforward manner at each grid point (Figure 9a,d),
the PGT term (Figure 9b,e) requires more attention. PGT
is comprised of a baroclinic effect due to the flow superel-
evation (Figure 9c,f), and of a barotropic effect owing
to the pressure gradient forcing contribution along the
ridgeline level, PGTridgeline. In discretized form, PGT can
then be expressed as (Lacy and Monismith, 2001; Kim and
Voulgaris, 2008; Nidzieko et al., 2009):

PGT =
g
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)]
+ PGTridgeline,

(6)

where Δy = Δz = 50 m are the cross-valley and vertical
mesh spacings, respectively, 𝜃′ is defined as the pertur-
bation from the cross-valley mean potential temperature

at each Δz height AVF, 𝜃0 is the mean potential tem-
perature at the top of each considered depth cell, m is
defined as the index of the corresponding depth cell for
which PGT is calculated (Nidzieko et al., 2009), i and j are
the dummy vertical and lateral indices, respectively, and
hfifth leg is the height AVF of the respective flight leg closest
to the average ridgeline level. The SI gives details on the
uncertainties of these two terms.

During IOP 2b, the upvalley flow was significantly
shallower and weaker than in IOP 4 (Figures 8 and 9a),
not exceeding 800 m AVF at the time of the FDLR flight.
This limited the extent over which the natural frame of
reference is valid, on which the budget relies, to altitudes
below 800 m AVF (Figures 9a and 10a). On the other hand,
the PGT exhibited a spatially patchy behaviour, with both
positive and negative signs. This is a result of the general
lack of a flow superelevation effect in IOP 2b (Figure 9c),
given the rather weak upvalley flow (Figure 9a). There, the
two terms that are expected to be dominant for CVV devel-
opment, namely CGT and PGT, were comparable to the
other terms in order of magnitude. This indicates a lack of
the necessary force imbalance with height, and therefore a
lack of a CVV that could be detected during IOP 2b.

In IOP 4 (Figures 9d–f and 10b), CGT and PGT repre-
sented the leading-order terms with largest magnitudes
over the majority of the valley depth, with CGT being
responsible for accelerating the flow towards the southern
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F I G U R E 10 Vertical profiles of the terms of the lateral momentum budget for (a) IOP 2b and (b) IOP 4. Each line corresponds to the
mean of a 500-m wide section of the 2D field of each term, centred at Kolsass. The coloured shaded regions indicate ± one standard deviation
around the respective term resulting from such spatial averaging. The budget terms correspond to the local tendency term LTT, lateral
advection term LAT, vertical advection term VAT, centrifugal acceleration term CGT, Coriolis acceleration term COT, pressure gradient term
PGT, and the residual term RES. The vertical dashed black line indicates zero acceleration, the horizontal thick dotted black line indicates
the altitude of the average ridgeline level equal to 1,630 m AVF, and the horizontal thin dotted black lines indicate the altitudes of the five
analyzed cross-valley legs. The grey shaded regions denote the height ranges in which the flow is not upvalley (us < 0) [Colour figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

sidewall in the lower half of the valley, while PGT accel-
erated the flow toward the northern sidewall in the upper
half of the valley. Unlike IOP 2b, the flow supereleva-
tion effect was far more pronounced in IOP 4, as evident
from the piling of potentially colder air over the southern
sidewall (Figure 9f). As the ridgeline is approached from
lower levels, the relative importance of CGT and PGT
gradually weakened. Although other terms were of sig-
nificantly smaller magnitude above Kolsass, they became
comparable to CGT and PGT over the valley sidewalls,
particularly VAT (Figure S5).

6 DISCUSSION

Here we provide a qualitative comparison between CVV
and the secondary circulation observed in water channels
and in the Riviera valley (WR04). Finally, we present the
reader with a conceptualized lifecycle of a CVV in the
CROSSINN investigation area.

6.1 Comparison with the Riviera valley
and other curved channel flows

A vertical imbalance between the centrifugal and pres-
sure gradient forces led to a CVV in the CROSSINN

investigation area (Figure 11a). Looking upvalley, the Inn
valley bends to the right and the CVV is clockwise, with the
lower branch pointing from the inside of the bend towards
the outside, and the opposite holding for the upper branch
of the vortex (Figure 11b). As pointed out in Section 1, the
only other experimental evidence for a CVV in the atmo-
sphere is from the MAP campaign in the Riviera valley
in Switzerland (WR04). In their case, the upvalley flow
passing through a left-hand bend also generated a clock-
wise secondary circulation, however, with the lower and
upper branches pointing in the opposite directions than
in the Inn valley (Figures 11b,c). WR04 similarly hypoth-
esized that it was the vertical imbalance of the centrifugal
and pressure gradient forces leading to the CVV (WR04,
their figure 11). They used a simplified conceptual model
with a constant PGT with height and a centrifugal force
(CGT) that increases with height due to generally increas-
ing wind speed (Figure 11d). This conceptual model was
motivated by hydrological flows in meandering channels
(see below). However, due to the much coarser spatial res-
olution of their observations (in particular, no cross-valley
lidar retrievals of the relevant variables), they did not
explicitly determine these profiles (as in Figure 10).

Despite the limited database, we have attempted to
re-analyze the Riviera data in order to retrieve the profiles
for at least the PGT and CGT terms in a similar fashion
as presented for the Inn valley in Figure 10. The results
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F I G U R E 11 Schematic summary of prevailing conditions driving a CVV in the Inn and Riviera valleys. (a) Vertical profile of absolute
lateral momentum budget terms |X| for the CROSSINN investigation area, (b) cross-section of the CROSSINN investigation area, (c)
cross-section of the Riviera valley, and (d) vertical profiles of absolute lateral momentum budget terms |X| for the Riviera valley (following
WR04, their figure 11). The vertical axes represent the vertical coordinate normalized by the valley depth h. Horizontal dotted lines represent
the ridgeline level, while the vertical dotted lines in (a, d) denote zero acceleration. In (b, c), the crossed-out circle denotes flow direction up
the valley, the black circles with arrow indicate the sense of rotation of the CVV, the inside and outside labels indicate locations of the
respective sides of the bend at the cross-section, and the shaded regions represent the cross-sectional distribution of potential temperature,
with lower values represented by colder colours. The two sketches at the top of (b, c) refer to the bending of the two valleys with flow
direction during daytime [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

(not shown) indicated that the proposed model for the
sense of rotation in the Riviera CVV was oversimplified,
that is, that the two terms did not to first order domi-
nate the momentum balance in the valley atmosphere,
with a change in sign of their relative importance (|PGT| −|CGT|) at a mid-valley level (Figure 11d). Unfortunately
no information is available to judge which of the other
terms in Equation (5) – likely advection – might have
impacted the balance. We emphasize that the sketch pre-
sented by WR04 (reproduced here as Figure 11d), may
have oversimplified the extent of the observed vertical
structure of the upvalley flow in the Riviera valley. How-
ever, WR04 drew their conclusions on the origin of the
CVV based on only a few selected fair-weather days when
aircraft data (only three flight legs across the valley at each
height) were available. In the present study, in contrast,
we have a 2.5-month period to demonstrate the persistence
of the low-level upvalley jet in the Inn valley and addi-
tionally the in situ aircraft measurements during the IOPs
to investigate nearly all terms in the lateral momentum
budget.

Nevertheless we look at similarities and differences
between the CVV in the Inn and Riviera valleys. In both
cases, the centrifugally induced accumulation of poten-
tially colder MoBL air on the outside of the bend led
to a cross-valley potential temperature gradient, driving

a pressure gradient force back towards the inside of the
bend (Figure 11b,c). Therefore, we hypothesize that the
reason for the conflicting sense of rotation between the
two valleys lies in the shape of the vertical profile of the
centrifugal force (Inn valley, Figure 10), or the sum of the
CGT term with other term(s), which cannot be quantified
from the available Riviera observations. In other words,
it appears that the vertical profile of the upvalley flow is
crucial for the sense of rotation of a CVV. In the Riviera val-
ley, the wind profile – in concert with other terms – appears
to have produced a net vertically increasing momentum
forcing (blue |X| term in Figure 11d). In the Inn valley, con-
versely, the upvalley flow is characterized by a low-level jet
(Figures 3a, 6a and 8c) thus leading to a different sense of
rotation for the CVV than expected from the simple model
of the ‘meandering channel flow’.

Different mean flow profiles have been found to
influence the sense of rotation in other – otherwise com-
parable – flows. It is well known in marine hydrology
that subaerial channels, such as rivers, estuaries and
marshes (Geyer and MacCready, 2014) exhibit a dis-
tinctly different vertical along-channel flow profile than
that encountered in submarine channels (Peakall and
Sumner, 2015). While a nearly continuous increase of
along-channel flow strength to the surface of rivers is
one of their most documented features, a profile typical
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for a gravity current with a low-level jet represents a
universal feature of nearly all submarine channel flows
(Corney et al. 2006, 2008). Although lateral salinity, den-
sity and sediment gradients become relevant in water
flows (Azpiroz-Zabala et al., 2017), the different vertical
profiles of along-channel flow have been postulated as
one of the main reasons why secondary circulations in
subaerial and submarine channels often exhibit opposite
senses of rotation for a given channel bend orientation
(Corney et al., 2008; Giorgio Serchi et al., 2011). For a
range of different vertical profiles of along-channel flow,
Corney et al. (2008) found two different flow regimes: if
the flow maximum is located close to the bottom (z∕h ≈ 0)
or the top (z∕h ≈ 1) of the channel, the vertical profiles
of the cross-channel velocity component (Figure 8b,d)
exhibit opposite signs (Corney et al., 2008, their figure 2).
For the case of a flow maximum at around z∕h = 0.5, two
stacked circulation cells with opposing rotation senses are
possible.

6.2 Conceptual CVV daily and seasonal
lifecycle

The gentle valley bend in the investigation area was suf-
ficient to generate a CVV given an intense upvalley flow
with a pronounced low-level jet, with its depth limited
to below the average ridge height. Here we illustrate the
three distinct stages of the MoBL in the investigation area
on a typical upvalley day when a CVV was present. On a
fair-weather summer day with moderate synoptic forcing
(Figure 4), upslope flows dominate the period between the
transition from night-time downvalley to daytime upvalley
flow (Adler et al., 2021d, their figure 7c,d). At this time dur-
ing late morning and early afternoon, the sensible heating
is at its maximum (Figure 5e), promoting upslope flows
over both valley sidewalls.

As the temperature and hence the pressure contrasts
between the Inn valley and the Bavarian foreland continue
to amplify (Figure 5c), upslope flows become overpowered
by an upvalley flow. The valley gradually stabilises as a
result of negative sensible heat flux (Figure 5e,f), while
the upvalley flow simultaneously gains in both depth and
intensity (Figures 5b and 8d). Such a strengthening upval-
ley flow induces a centrifugal force towards the southeast,
piling up potentially colder air above the southern val-
ley sidewall (Figures 11b). The established cross-valley
temperature gradient generates a pressure gradient force
opposing the centrifugal force (Figure 10b), leading to a
clockwise CVV when looking upvalley (Figure 3d). As
long as the upvalley flow remains sufficiently strong and
approximately 1,700 m deep (Figures 6a and 8c), the CVV
may persist for several hours (Figure 2b). The CVV itself is

therefore purely dynamically driven by the upvalley flow,
despite a negative sensible heat flux at the surface. Given
the lack of adequate observational coverage of the val-
ley atmosphere between the CROSSINN investigation area
and Innsbruck, it is hypothesized that the CVV manifests
as a spiraling motion further upvalley (Figure 7c), over-
turning once around its streamwise axis at a distance of
15–30 km.

With a progressively smaller solar input during the
evening hours (Figure 5d), along with further valley
stabilisation (Figure 5e,f), the temperature and hence pres-
sure contrasts between the valley and foreland weaken,
resulting in a weakening of the upvalley flow (Figure 5b,c).
Simultaneously, the low-level upvalley flow jet decou-
ples from the surface and lifts towards higher altitudes
(Figure 8c). Accompanying the weakening and lifting off
of the upvalley flow, the CVV simultaneously loses its
structural integrity (Figure 8d) and disappears with the
cessation of the upvalley flow.

Lastly, it is worth addressing the seasonal presence of
a CVV in the Inn valley. Due to the strong link between a
CVV and upvalley flow strength, it is rather unlikely that
a CVV occurs during late autumn, winter and early spring
months. This became evident from Figure 2b, showing a
decrease of upvalley wind days with a CVV from August
to October. Both the duration and intensity of upvalley
flow decrease significantly during winter (Vergeiner and
Dreiseitl, 1987, their figure 4; Zängl, 2004, his figure 10e),
indicating a low likelihood of CVV formation. Further
evidence for a lack of a CVV during wintertime can be
found in Gohm et al. (2009), who analyzed aircraft and
remote-sensing data along a cross-valley transect on the
opposite side of the present valley curvature. In addition
to a weaker and shallower upvalley flow (Gohm et al.,
2009, their figure 9c) than the one observed during IOP 2b
(Figure 8a), the observed circulation in their case was lay-
ered, showing an opposite sense of rotation compared to a
CVV, not fully closed, and buoyantly driven by asymmetri-
cal heating of the valley sidewalls (Gohm et al., 2009, their
figure 10c).

7 SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

We conducted a 2.5-month field campaign called
CROSSINN during summer 2019 in a slightly curved seg-
ment of the Inn valley, centred around the i-Box long-term
flux measurement network approximately 18 km east of
Innsbruck. By utilizing measurements from five Doppler
lidars, a ceilometer, in situ aircraft, radiosounding and sur-
face eddy-covariance observations, collected in a region
of horizontally heterogeneous and complex terrain, we
obtained a unique insight into the three-dimensional
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kinematic structure of the MoBL around the valley
curvature. The cornerstone of the campaign was the
knowledge of the two-dimensional wind across the val-
ley, obtained using a coplanar retrieval algorithm applied
to RHI scans from three Doppler lidars. The goal of the
present study was to determine the prevailing conditions
found during CVV occurrence, to determine the degree
to which upvalley flow shape and strength dictate CVV
occurrence, and to determine whether the lateral momen-
tum budget force imbalance explains the observed (and
lack of) CVV pattern.

A CVV was marked with large and temporally sta-
tionary regions of updraughts and downdraughts above
the southern and northern valley sidewalls, respectively.
Looking upvalley, this resulted in a clockwise circulation
spanning the entire valley depth. CVVs mostly occurred
during an 8 hr period between 1200 and 2000 UTC, on
a total of 23 upvalley flow days of the campaign. The
vertical profile of the upvalley flow exhibited, across all
identified cases of CVV presence, a low-level jet max-
imum at around 400 m AVF, a minimum wind speed
slightly above the ridgeline level, and clockwise veering
with height. Given a predominantly negative sensible heat
flux across the valley surface, together with a stabilis-
ing valley atmosphere, the CVV was mainly dynamically
driven. Quantification of vorticity-based parameters using
coplanar retrievals, revealed a positive correlation between
vorticity and upvalley flow strength, and an overturning
period on the order of 30 to 80 min. An additional out-
come of this vorticity-based analysis was the hypothesis
that CVVs overturn once within a distance of 15–30 km
further up the valley. Evaluation of the lateral momentum
budget, using in situ aircraft measurements collected dur-
ing IOPs 2b and 4, revealed the importance of the interplay
between centrifugal forcing and pressure gradient forc-
ing. While the former dominated the latter in the lower
half of the valley cross-section, the opposite held for the
upper half of the valley, explaining the observed clockwise
sense of rotation. Once the upvalley flow began to weaken
in the evening, its upvalley jet exhibited a bottom-up lift-
ing, leading to a gradual decay of the CVV. Comparison
with the observational evidence of a CVV in the Riviera
valley (WR04) revealed the importance of the vertical pro-
file shape of the upvalley flow, thus helping to explain
the same sense of rotation despite the two valley curva-
tures bending in different directions. Furthermore, closer
inspection of IOP 6 revealed the importance of a west-
erly large-scale forcing preventing the upvalley flow from
becoming too deep. Ultimately, a CVV can be regarded as
a hybrid MoBL phenomenon, exhibiting both thermally
driven traits (because of its dependence on a thermally
driven upvalley flow) and dynamically driven traits (owing
to the valley curvature).

The study of a CVV in the Inn valley, which owes its
novelty to coplanar-retrieved wind fields obtained with
largest areal and temporal coverages to date, suggests
multiple research venues worth exploring next. The chal-
lenge of deploying Doppler lidars in complex terrain
restricted our analysis to a single cross-valley transect,
leaving incomplete information regarding the evolution of
the upvalley flow across the entire length of the curvature.
By obtaining multiple snapshots of cross-valley flow struc-
ture along the curvature and even further upvalley by
means of aircraft measurements, a more complete picture
of a CVV can be obtained to better quantify its impact
on the MoBL characteristics. Presently, we were unable to
explore four additional aspects with the present dataset.
First, it remains unknown whether upvalley flow imping-
ing onto the southwestern tributary Weer valley sidewall
may have led to an amplification of the CVV updraught
branch (Figure 1a; Adler et al., 2021d, their figure 11a).
On the other hand, the Weer valley could have exerted
a tentative negative impact on CVV, through leakage of
potentially colder air up the Weer valley, diminishing the
superelevation effect and thus the resulting pressure gra-
dient force. These questions can be addressed by means
of measurements collected deeper into the Weer valley,
as well as using semi-idealized numerical simulations in
which the Weer valley can be artificially removed to deter-
mine the actual extent of its impact on the CVV. Specifi-
cally, a large-eddy simulation with a horizontal resolution
on the order of 150 m and finer would be well suited for this
task (Weigel et al., 2006; Cuxart, 2015; Umek et al., 2020).
Second, it is unclear from the CROSSINN observations
at what point upstream of Kolsass the CVV was actually
initiated. Third, although the occurrence of a counter-
clockwise CVV during downvalley flow is far less likely
compared to the upvalley cases, it would nonetheless be
fruitful to explore these in more detail, given that down-
valley flows are both more frequent and longer-lasting
during winter months when extreme pollution episodes
are also more detrimental (Zängl, 2004; Gohm et al., 2009;
Harnisch et al., 2009). Fourth, the actual impact of a CVV
on the exchange of scalars, such as heat and moisture, in
the MoBL remains unclear, an aspect we assume to be
related to the hypothesized elongation of a CVV down-
stream of Kolsass. Lastly, we point out the necessity of
exploring the capacity of other curved valleys for sustain-
ing CVVs. In case of broader valleys, we suggest deploying
a line of Doppler lidars along the valley floor through and
downstream of a valley curvature, and setting them to per-
form VAD scans on a routine basis. The cross-valley wind
component obtained with such scans can then be used as
a proxy for the presence of CVVs (Figure 8b,d,f). Although
the applicability of horizontal homogeneity on which the
traditional VAD algorithm is based becomes violated in
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complex terrain (Bingöl et al., 2009), performing them
away from the sidewalls, as in the present study (Figure 6),
alleviated some of this disadvantage owing to the decent
degree of comparability with the in situ radiosonde wind
measurements (Figure 3a). If curved narrower valleys are
under scrutiny for the suspicion of the presence of CVVs,
performing the same coplanar retrieval strategy as in the
present study, but with only two Doppler lidars, should
allow for greater flexibility in reassigning the role of the
third Doppler lidar.

The underlying idea behind CROSSINN, to sample
the three-dimensional flow structure across a valley using
state-of-the-art instrumentation from long-term networks
(i-Box) and mobile instrument platforms (KITcube), falls
within the scope of the next major complex terrain endeav-
our, namely the Multi-scale transport and exchange pro-
cesses in the atmosphere over mountains (TEAMx) pro-
gramme and experiment (Serafin et al., 2020). If the Inn
valley, specifically the CROSSINN investigation area, is
likely to be one of the major targets of TEAMx efforts,
the findings presented in this study, along with the above
remaining questions, will undoubtedly assist in better
planning and in overcoming logistical challenges.
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